Our Commitment to Privacy

Your privacy is important to the Association of Air Medical Services (AAMS). To better protect your data we provide this notice explaining our online information practices and the choices you can make about the way your information is collected and used. To make this notice easy to find, we make it available on our homepage and at every point where personally identifiable information may be requested.

The Information We Collect:

This notice applies to all information collected or submitted on AAMS webpages and the AMTC Events App. On some pages, you can order products, make requests, and register to receive materials. The types of personal information collected at these pages are:

- Name
- Mailing Address
- Email address
- Phone Number
- Credit/Debit Card Information**

**Please note that AAMS does NOT store any credit/debit information once a transaction is completed.

Our Commitment to Data Security

To prevent unauthorized access, maintain data accuracy, and ensure the correct use of information, we have put in place appropriate physical, electronic, and managerial procedures to safeguard and secure the information we collect online.

How You Can Access or Correct Your Information

You can access all your personally identifiable information that we collect online and maintain by contacting the AAMS’s National Office at 703-836-8732. We use this procedure to better safeguard your information.

You can correct factual errors in your personally identifiable information by sending us a request that credibly shows error.

To protect your privacy and security, we will also take reasonable steps to verify your identity before granting access or making corrections.

How Your Data is Used

Any information collected by AAMS is used to distinguish between AAMS Members and Non-Members. The information you submit may be shared with our Partner Organizations listed here: AMPA, ASNTA, NEMSPA, IAFCCP, IAMTCS.
This data may be used for Membership Verification for AAMS Events, Newsletter Mailings, Partner Mailings, or Education Credits validation (i.e. CMTE, CEUs, etc.).

If you do not attend an AAMS Event (such as AMTC) for ONE full calendar year, your information is removed from our database excluding historical purchase, attendance, and certification records.

For *AAMS News on the Fly* you are notified upon joining that your email is automatically added to the subscriber list. You may unsubscribe at any time or contact us to have your e-mail removed.

For the *AMTC Events* app no external data is collected aside from what you wish to provide in your AMTC Registration. Any required fields during registration are used solely to verify your membership status for member pricing.

**Information Collected for Tracking and Customization (Cookies)**

A cookie is a small file that a website transfers to your computer to allow it to remember specific information about your session while you are connected. Your computer will only share the information in the cookie with the website that provided it, and no other website can request it. There are two types of cookies:

**Session:** Session cookies last only as long as your web browser is open. Once you close your browser, the cookie is deleted. Websites may use session cookies for technical purposes such as to enable better navigation through the site, or to allow you to customize your preferences for interacting with the site.

**Persistent:** Persistent cookies are saved on a user’s hard drive in order to determine which users are new to the site or are returning. If you do not wish to have session or persistent cookies stored on your machine, you can turn cookies off in your browser. You will still have access to all information and resources at AAMS websites. Be aware that disabling cookies in your browser will affect cookie usage at all other websites you visit as well.

**How to Contact Us**

Should you have other questions or concerns about these privacy policies, please call us at 703-836-8732 or send us an email at info@aams.org.